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THE WHAT AND WHY
BEHIND MICROSOFT 365
Digital transformation is a key concern for businesses seeking to gain and retain
an edge in the modern digital economy. As part of this process, businesses are
shifting applications and data from legacy systems to the cloud, with 83 per cent
of workloads set to be cloud-based by the end of next year and global public cloud
spending forecast to reach $210 billion in 2019.
However, some organisations are still behind the curve when it comes to the
software they use and are using older versions of Windows and Office.
Windows 7 still accounts for 38.5 per cent of the market share, the second highest
behind Windows 10 – a worrying statistic considering that after 14th January
2020, Microsoft will no longer provide security updates or support for PCs running
Windows 7. Similarly, Office 2010 is approaching its end-of-life, with Microsoft no
longer providing technical support after the 13th October 2020. Even specific tools
like Skype for Business will no longer be available from July 2021.
Many businesses have now begun the switching process to cloud based
alternatives, in fact, one in five corporate employees now uses an Office 365
cloud-based application such as Outlook, Word, Excel or PowerPoint. However,
many organisations migrate their mailboxes to Office 365 and go no further. There
still seems to be a lack of understanding around the whole Microsoft 365 package
on offer, and the increased benefits the latter brings. Office 365 is just one part of
what is available in Microsoft 365, which is an all-in-one bundle that also includes
Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility + Security.
The crucial difference with Microsoft 365 is that instead of just paying for just
Office 365, organisations also get an operating system and security tools included.
However, even for those organisations that have migrated to Microsoft 365, they
still aren’t making the most of the collaboration and productivity benefits it can
bring to the workplace environment.
This eBook aims to highlight the areas organisations need to focus on once
they’ve made the transition to Microsoft 365 to ensure they achieve a maximum
return on their investment. SoftwareONE can show organisations how to
deliver value post-migration, maximise security and compliance benefits, and
ensure employees are using Microsoft 365 to its fullest extent. An established
Microsoft partner for decades, SoftwareONE helps companies realise their digital
transformation goals by reducing go-to-market time with trusted cloud-based
offerings; the company is also certified at the highest level of Microsoft’s Cloud
Solution Provider Indirect program.

ENSURING MICROSOFT
365 PERFORMS POSTADOPTION
Research shows that digital performance problems can be a huge cash drain for
businesses, costing $2.5 million per organisation to rectify the issues.
This is because increased IT complexity leads to a lack of visibility, with application
performance impacted as IT teams struggle to determine where problems are
stemming from. This may mean performance issues can take a long time to
rectify, which can result in time being wasted and worker productivity being
impacted. This could cause problems communicating with clients and customers,
with a negative impact on the organisation’s ability to do business. In extreme
cases, there could even be reputational damage to an organisation in the event of
a prolonged outage.
To combat this, organisations need a holistic view of the cloud environment,
including into Microsoft 365, to determine the root cause of an issue quickly so it
can be rectified as soon it arises, ensuring ‘uptime’ is maintained.
Organisations moving to Microsoft 365 need a balance of expertise and visibility
into their IT environment to ensure post-adoption value, and SoftwareONE’s
365Simple – Premier Service helps ensure expert and certified support is on hand
for businesses 24/7. It provides an escalation path to Microsoft Premier Support so
problems are flagged up faster, health monitoring of Microsoft 365 apps to identify
any issues, as well as unlimited functional and technical support. This helps
businesses ensure downtime is minimised, as are the costs associated with it.
365Simple – Premier Service also offers Microsoft SLA monitoring so organisations
can negotiate a better deal based on real uptime from Microsoft Cloud services,
delivering cost benefits for the business as well as a reliable and high-functioning
work environment for staff.

MAXIMISING MICROSOFT
365 SECURITY AND
COMPLYING WITH GDPR
Protecting the confidentiality of intellectual, customer, and personal information
is a key priority for any business, with global information security spending
forecast to exceed $124 billion in 2019. The all-in-one Microsoft 365 bundle can
help organisations achieve their goal of protecting data, as its in-built security
services and controls make it easier to secure users, devices, applications and
data. However, securing the Microsoft 365 environment is a joint responsibility
between Microsoft and its customers, with the latter responsible for assessing
their overall security posture and securing their own endpoints, data classification
and accountability, and putting identity and assessment management (IDAM)
protocols in place.
However, addressing security issues requires an understanding of the
organisation’s current position; only then can security objectives and requirements
be decided upon. SoftwareONE’s Security for Microsoft 365 can help with
this type of initial review, as experts work with each customer to understand
business requirements for security and compliance. They can then offer
customers guidance, recommendations and best practices that are aligned
with the customer’s security investments. The assessment helps build internal
understanding of an organisation’s current security posture, meaning staff can
identify gaps and go on to develop a roadmap for improved security controls that
will reduce risk for the business.
Once organisations have carried out an assessment and taken remedial action to
address any gaps, the next step to maximising Microsoft 365 security is ongoing
monitoring of the cloud environment. Maintaining excellent security is also key to
remaining compliant with data regulations and ensuring customer information
is safe and stored where is should be. Microsoft 365 includes a product called
Compliance Manager, a risk-assessment dashboard which helps companies
manage regulatory compliance tasks, such as GDPR data requests from EU
residents. Users must also have their own solutions in place that enable them to
take on this responsibility confidently.
Delivered as a managed service, SoftwareONE’s 365Simple helps businesses
maintain good security and stay compliant. This is done through managing
role-based access control, aligning the configuration of Microsoft 365 with
company security guidelines, and alerting businesses of any potential security or
compliance risks that may arise.

INCREASING EMPLOYEE
UPTAKE OF MICROSOFT
365
After configuring Microsoft 365 securely, and ensuring cost and performance are
running smoothly, the next step is to make sure people are actually using it. The
investment organisations make in upgrading to Microsoft 365 can be significant,
so it really pays off to go ‘under the hood’ once the service is in place, ensuring it’s
being used to the fullest extent. There are several features within Microsoft 365,
for instance, which can significantly boost collaboration across an organisation
and help employees improve productivity. So, while the workforce is likely very
familiar with Outlook, Excel or PowerPoint, they may not have heard of Teams and
Yammer.
Yammer is a social media platform that lets employees build work ‘communities’
in a social environment, and Microsoft Teams is a digital workspace offering video
and voice calling, instant messaging, group email and calendar, and content
co-creation. Powered by intelligent bots, it enables employees to collaborate ‘on
the fly’ and can also be integrated with third-party applications across a range of
functions. Applications like Yammer and Microsoft Teams encourage collaboration
and can work wonders for teamwork. However, they still have low adoption rates
A recent Forrester TEI report highlighted the importance of this approach to
work, showing Teams reduces the total number and duration of staff meetings –
resulting in total cost savings of $6.9 million over three years. So, what’s the issue?
Organisations can clearly make time and cost savings from implementing these
features when investing in Microsoft 365, but access is only part of the solution.
Employees need to be taught how to use these applications effectively and
education on their benefits is the best way to achieve this, ultimately inspiring
greater usage. Recent research from Microsoft highlighted that millennials prefer
‘persistent chat’ channels and virtual online meetings without video. Coaching
programs can help to increase adoption of applications that provide topic-based
discussion rooms or facilitate virtual meetings, helping those workers who are less
familiar with how to work ‘like a millennial’.
As part of SoftwareONE’s 365Simple Service, employees get access to a central
Learning Portal, with specially crafted courses and lesson plans. This helps end
users to quickly go from Microsoft 365 novices to experts. The service also helps
businesses to onboard new users quickly and learning programs are kept up to
date with new features that are released.

SoftwareONE SERVICES
Office 365 security assessment offers:

››

A complete assessment questionnaire to better understand your security posture as it relates to people, processes and technology

››

Use of a security analytics tool to quickly assess your current security settings
and behaviours based on features that have been enabled within your Office
365 environment

››

The questionnaire responses and results of the security analytics tool then provide the basis for SoftwareONE consultants to develop a strategy and roadmap
for improving security and compliance

365Simple Service offers:

››

Unlimited, functional and technical 24/7 support with escalation path to Microsoft Premier Support

››
››

Health monitoring of Microsoft 365 applications to identify possible issues

››
››

Coaching by an assigned business consultant

A customised adoption roadmap to business needs and user maturity with
optional change management support
Online learning platform with specially crafted courses and lesson plans to
quickly onboard and continuously adopt new solutions within Microsoft 365

For more information, contact sales.gb@softwareone.com
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